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1. Introduction
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Introduction 

• You can buy insurance for cars, homes, etc.

• Insurance is also available for celebrity body parts 

• But there is no insurance at present for brands which 

has been demonstrated as a highly valuable asset

• Brands, like any other valuable assets, needs careful 

management, nurturing, and protection
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“What keeps me up at night is not 

our financial performance nor our 

stock price.  It is the potential 

reputation damage to our brand.”

Jeff Immelt, Chairman & CEO, GE
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Damages to a brand goes beyond stock market 

price 

Attract & Retain Talent

Attract Partners/ Sponsors

Attract Financing

Community Relations

Attract Suppliers

Gov‟t Relations

Customer Relations

Media Relations

Investor Relations
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And beyond just one company

) ))

http://niadhelp.co.uk/home.aspx
http://images4.fanpop.com/image/photos/19700000/80s-20th-Century-Fox-Print-Logo-twentieth-century-fox-film-corporation-19701739-289-200.jpg
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Brands Suffering from Reputation Damage 

RecentRecent Past
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Severity of Damage

Criminal 

Acts
Loss of Life & Major 

Environmental 

Damage

Product 

Safety & 

Quality 

Erroneous 

Staff 

XX

X
X

X
X
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Cause of Damage 

• The most severe cases of reputation damage are 

caused when the brand promise and core values are 

high risk, non-aligned, or are false to begin with
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Real Promise

• A great way to fly

• Sanctuary for the Senses

• Imagination at Work

• Think Different

Empty Promise

• Fly the friendly skies

• We make you fly

• Beyond Petroleum

Brand Promise 
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Role of Core Values

• Core values are the glue that holds the company together

• Core values drive corporate culture and behavior and influence 

corporate strategy 

• In the early stage of a corporation‟s life cycle, it is the founder that 

defines the values and consequently the culture of the organization

• A corporation‟s culture also reflects the culture of its origin

• Core values are the bedrock of any successful enterprise 
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False Values 

Enron’s Core Values

• Communication

• Respect

• Integrity

• Excellence 

Reality was that 

Management valued 

financial performance above 

all else at Enron
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High Risk Values

=

Murdoch‟s Core Values: 

• Power

• Aggression

• Winning at Any Cost

• Family / Loyalty

http://niadhelp.co.uk/home.aspx
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Since the News Corp story is still developing . . . 
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2. Case Study – What Not To Do 
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Case Study – BP 

• Looking back, BP‟s Gulf Oil Disaster was an accident waiting to 

happy given the company‟s dismal safety record and practices 

• However, the company‟s highly successful re-branding and its clever 

„beyond petroleum‟ campaign helped to mask the real problems at 

BP to the public 

– „Beyond Petroleum‟ 

• Now that BP has been found out, it will take years to rehabilitate the 

brand and for BP to show that it actually delivers what it promises
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BP Snapshot & Key Milestones

• BP was first founded in 1908 as the Anglo-Persian Oil Company 

when the first commercially significant oil was founded in the Middle 

East

• BP then became known as the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company in 1935 

before changing its name to the British Petroleum Company in 1954

• In 1998, BP merged with Amoco to become BP Amoco

• In 2000, BP Amoco changed its name to BP with a new corporate 

slogan „Beyond Petroleum‟

• BP‟s market cap at pre-crisis levels was at $137B with a brand value 

of $12B  
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BP‟s „Beyond Petroleum‟ Campaigns   
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In reality, BP was „greenwashing‟ its 

environmental credentials

• BP is also one of the world's largest single corporate emitters. In 2007 alone the 

company released over 63M tons of CO2 into the earth's atmosphere, roughly 

equivalent to the emissions of Portugal. But while their adverts announce the arrival 

of a fresh approach, BP boss Tony Hayward continues to describe alternative energy 

only as "a valuable option for the future". 

Source: www.greenpeace.co.uk

Winner of Green Peace‟s 2008 

„Emerald Paint Brush‟ Award
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BP had a Dismal Safety Record

Source:  propublica.org

Managers responsible for 

profits were also responsible 

for investments in safety
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BP Oil Rig Disaster Headlines

Source: www.nydailynews.com – May 2, 2010
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Reasons that Led to the Disaster 

Source: www.nydailynews.com – May 2, 2010
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BP Management‟s Response to the Crisis

Source: www.huffingtonpost.com
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BP posted a massive loss of $17.2B which was 

directly attributed to the crisis

SOURCE: Evaluate Energy| www.stockopedia.co.uk – August 11, 2010
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Share Price – NYSE

SOURCE: Yahoo! Finance – October 22, 2010

20/04/10: Deepwater Horizontal 

oil spill 

19/06/10: BP sets up new unit to 

oversee management of oil spill 

headed by Robert Dudley
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Brand Value – Loss of $7.4B or 61% decline 

from $12B pre crisis levels

SOURCE: www.brandfinance.com
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Post Crisis – Internet‟s Response to BP‟s Brand Promise

• Beyond Pompous

• Beyond Pretension

• Beyond Preposterous

• Beyond Posturing

• Beyond Presumptuous

• Beyond Propaganda... 

• Beyond Belief.

SOURCE: BP New CEO  Bob Dudley 
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Post Crisis  

• BP employees' performance on safety issues will be the only measure for awarding 

fourth-quarter bonuses, the British oil company said Tuesday as it tries to tighten 

performance and clean up its image after the Gulf of Mexico oil spill.

• "The sole criterion for performance reward for our operating businesses in the fourth 

quarter of 2010 will be performance in safety, compliance, silent running and 

operational risk management and exhibiting and reinforcing the right behaviors

consistent with these goals."

• "For the longer term we need to achieve all of our objectives in safety, compliance 

and risk management in conjunction with our operational, financial and functional 

objectives. We are now reviewing the appropriate measures to embed into our reward 

systems for the longer term.“

SOURCE: BP New CEO  Bob Dudley 
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What else can BP do?  

• Develop and ensure vigorous implementation of stringent safety 

standards across all facilities 

• Delink managers‟ P&L responsibilities from those of investment in 

safety

• Train all BP workers and partners in compliance of safety standards

• Provide direct channel for employees to report safety lapses and 

issues to top safety officer

• Sweeping power to safety officer in implementing and executing 

safety policies 
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3. Case Studies – What You Should Do 
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GE at a Snapshot 

Source: Brand Finance
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GE‟s Commitment to Its Brand  Promise

“„Imagination at work‟ is more than a marketing 

slogan, it is a reason for being.”

– Jeff Immelt, Chairman & CEO, GE 

>
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GE‟s Core Values & Desired Brand Behaviors 
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GE‟s Code of Conduct – Always with 

Unyielding Integrity

• Compliance and integrity are cornerstones of all GE businesses and 

all employees are expected to adhere to the GE Code of Conduct3:

– Be honest, fair and trustworthy in all your GE activities and relationships

– Avoid all conflicts of interest between work and personal affairs

– Foster an atmosphere in which fair employment practices extend to 

every member of the diverse GE community

– Strive to create a safe workplace and to protect the environment

– Through leadership at all levels, sustain a culture where ethical conduct 

is recognized, valued and exemplified by all employees

3. The Spirit & The Letter, GE
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Conclusion / Results

• The GE brand has stood the test of time, revered by customers, 

competitors and investors alike

• The company has paid a dividend every year since 1899 and has 

increased its dividend for 31 consecutive years

• Over the last 10 years, GE has returned 13.5% versus the S&P 100 

total return of 9.1%

• This has amply demonstrated that its rich history, strong corporate 

culture and focus on innovation tied together by a consistent 

branding effort, has translated into financial gains

• Today, GE is not just a products and services company; it has 

elevated itself to being an “ideas” organization, dedicated to solving 

the world‟s problems
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Certis CISCO PR prior to re-branding – Examples 

Prior to the re-branding exercise, Certis CISCO’s  (formerly 

known as CISCO Security) PR coverage consisted mainly 

of incidences caused by a few bad apples within the 5,000 

strong security staff
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Think Branding – Approach

P3B. Internal Brand 

Experience Alignment
People, Product, Place, Price

P4. Brand Metrics Scorecard
Product, People, Communications, Customer, Brand, & Business

P3A. Brand 

Communications

Alignment 
Identity, Message & Media

Brand & 

Shareholder Value 

P1. Brand Insight
Market, Customer, Organization & Brand Analysis

BrandBuilderTM

P2B. Brand Strategy
Brand Blueprint & Architecture 

P2A. Market Strategy
Markets, Segments, Priorities

Think Branding – Approach to Building Brands
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Brand Promise

39

Securing Your World.
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Convert 

the Brand 

Promise 

into Brand 

Behaviors

Phase 3A Experience Alignment

Create the 

Brand 

Promise 

and 

Attributes

Obtain management support 

and buy-in & conduct internal 

brand launch
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s Align performance 

management and other HR 

systems (e.g. Rewards & 

Recognition, Recruitment 

etc)

Copyright: aAdvantage

Phase 3B Internal Brand Alignment 

Source: aAdvantage
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Identify Certis Desired Brand Behaviors

• Through a series workshops with various levels of 

staff, a set of brand behaviors were identified 

base on each core value

• It is intended that these behaviors:

– Is translated from Certis CISCO‟s desired service 

culture, brand attributes and customer expectations

– Provide a reference for staff conduct and actions

– Are observable and measurable
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4242

Core Values & Brand Behaviors
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4343

Core Values & Brand Behaviors
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Core Values & Brand Behaviors
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4545

Core Values & Brand Behaviors
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4646

Core Values & Brand Behaviors
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Core Values & Brand Behaviors
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Conduct Internal Brand Launch

• BrandHub assisted Certis CISCO 

management to plan a half-day Brand Launch 

event for key staff and key stakeholders

• The event was the vehicle to

– Communicate direction for the brand

– Communicate desired brand behaviors

– Communicate need for change for all staff

48
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Core Values Training

• Base on the desired brand behaviors 

developed, we developed a 1-day Desired 

Brand Behaviors Training Program for up (25 pax

per session)

• The program addressed generic needs across 

the Certis CISCO units

• The program was customised to include 

appropriate scenarios and application of the 

brand behaviors according to the various 

operations

• Performance metrics were revised to aligned to 

desired behaviors in addition to other measures
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Communications – Internal Posters

50
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Communications – Staff Brand Handbook

• A staff handbook was developed with 

key sections on 

– Message from Chairman/CEO

– Vision & Mission 

– Core Values & Desire Brand Behaviors

– Brand Identity & Collateral Systems

– Brand Pledge

51
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Brand Pledge & Alignment to HR Metrics

52
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4. Summary & Conclusion 
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Why Brand/Reputation Risk Management ?   

• Brand Equity is a reservoir of goodwill.  It takes a long time to build 

but can evaporate where quickly during a scandal/major crisis 

• Once damaged, recovery may take a long time and there is no 

guarantee that the company can comeback to its former glory

• Large corporations typically have Risk Management and Crisis 

Management practices in place 

• But are they enough and why do major brand disasters keep on 

happening?

• Given the value and benefits of having strong brands, shouldn‟t 

companies have a comprehensive Brand/Reputation Risk 

Management policies and practices in place?
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Summary & Conclusion 

• The best approach to Brand/Reputation Risk Management is not to 

let it happen in the first place

• Companies can identify potential risk areas that could do the most 

damage to the brand and proactively management each 
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Brand Risk Management Framework

Brand Tracking & 

Measurement

Crisis Response 

& Management

Whistle Blowing 

Hotline

Brand 

Communications

Brand Education 

& Training

Brand 

Control & 

Command 

Center

Crisis 

Identification & 

Simulation

Leaders Who Walk 

the Talk

Aligning Brand 

Behaviors to HR 

Metrics
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Specific Steps – Education & Training   

• Build a Intranet based Brand Portal

– Value and Importance of the Brand 

– Brand Promise and Brand Positioning 

– Core Values and Desired Brand Behaviors 

– Brand Behavior Guidelines 

– Brand Identity Guidelines 

– Brand Metrics Scorecard – where we stand today

– Brand Feedback – Complements and complaints Received from 

customers and stakeholders

– Anonymous Tipoff Channels for serious breach of the brand 

• Desired Brand Behaviors Training for all staff 

• Internal Brand Communications Tools 
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Specific Steps – Brand Tracking & Measurement   

Indicators including:

• Key Financial Measure

• Evolution of Perceptual, 

Behavioural and 

Performance measures 

against top competitor

• Traffic lights for easy 

recognition of 

improvements and 

deterioration
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5. Q & A
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Bridging the gap between

marketing and finance™

 For further information, please contact:

Brand Finance works for a wide range of clients conducting national and international brand 
valuation and brand strategy assignments. Brand Finance has a global footprint with 21 offices 
worldwide. For more information please refer to our website: www.brandfinance.com

Shauna Li-Roolvink

Strategy Director Asia

Brand Finance (Singapore)

85 Club Street 

#03-01 Singapore 069453

Mobile: +65 9788 2470


